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Getting Started
 

Amazon Echo ranks as a multi-purpose smart speaker – regardless of
the version you possess. From the very recent Amazon Echo Dot down
to the old-fashioned Echo Show, you could pull up a bag of tricks to help
you get more use from Alexa.
 

Voice commands are quite charming because of the many available
features and options, but with Amazon Echo, you could be tempted to
think that everything is possible. That is where this tricks and tips
guide will become necessary, where we will be showing you some other
important features you never knew about Alexa.
 

 



Sharing accounts & switching between pro�iles
 

You should learn how to share instead of being sel�ish. Alexa may have
become your closest companion, but she is equally friends with others.
Based on that, you are entitled to use multiple accounts on one Echo
and switch between them just by uttering "Alexa, switch my pro�ile." For
creating other accounts, you need to:
 

accessalexa.amazon.com or alexa.amazon.co.uk by signing in. Upon
your successful login, go to Settings > Account > Household Pro�ile.
 

In here, you can input Amazon account information of the individual
you wish to include to your own pro�ile. You are not sure of whose
account you have used to log in? Never mind, you can have that sorted
out by simply requesting "Alexa, what pro�ile is this?"
 

 



Change Alexa’ wake word
 

She may have a similar name as other Echo devices; however, that is not
to say you must like it. Perhaps, your own name is Alex, and you seem a
bit confused, or the name of your former partner’s dog is known as
Alexa. Or perhaps you are not just comfortable with the idea of having a
female doing your bidding. Whichever reason you could possibly have
for changing the name, you can count yourself fortunate. You are free to
name Alexa with whatever name you prefer. Plus, you can even change
‘wake’ word.
 

Unfortunately, you are limited on your replacement choices, so if Alexa
is not giving you what you want, you could resort to “Echo” or
“Amazon”. To activate switching, you need to choose your target speaker
and hit “Wake Word” in the accompanying app.
 

 



Setting Spotify to be your basic music source
 

Maybe you have searched for Echo Spotify Skills, and you haven’t found
one yet – because there is none actually. That does not stop you from
enjoying your favorite Spotify playlists via Echo-powered voice
commands. Rather you could have Spotify as pre-set audio provider for
your Echo. 'How?' open the app and go to Settings > Music & Media and
then you can choose your best streaming service. Apple music support
is still not available though.
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com
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